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became its head-football coach, later?”
The correct answer, surprising many, was,
Tonight, for the 2nd week in a row, we met
“Coach Shug Jordan.” We had a lot of
at the Fairgrounds inside Exhibition Bldg 1,
laughs during the program as this “astute”
since alterations at the All Steak were not
panel struggled with the quiz. A letter
yet completed. (Our next meeting on April
grade for all members of the panel would
th
15 will be at the All Steak). We had
have been F-. The winner was Lion Austin
another great meal, catered by Freddy
Monk who was presented with an Auburn
Day. The program dealt with Auburn
baseball cap (which actually turned out to
basketball trivia and was brought to us by
be a Japanese baseball team cap), an
Lion Steve Singleton.
Auburn shirt, and an office-sized basketball
& goal set. Several Lion’s remarked that
the prizes were too “nice” for this group’s
feeble performance.
Other Business
Program

(L to R) Lions Barry Willingham, Austin Monk, and
Charlie McBrayer getting grilled by Lion Steve
Singleton.

Lion Steve began by asking for three
Auburn fans to volunteer to come forward
and participate in his quiz in return for
winner-take-all prizes. Lions Barry
Willingham, Austin Monk, and Charlie
McBrayer confidently volunteered to meet
this challenge. Lion Steve’s 10 questions
were not easy, although if you wrote,
“Charles Barkley” as the answer for every
question, you would have won or tied the
eventual winner of this contest. One of the
questions was, “Who was Auburn’s headbasketball coach in the 1940’s that also
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Lion Barry Willingham is looking for a few
more adults to help him chaperon a group
of young people in a bus trip to Lee County
for a day of help to that tornado devastated
area. His group will be assisting with the
cleanup efforts at people’s homes and at
the long-term donation warehouse in
Opelika. The bus leaves at 5:30am on
Thursday the 18th and gets back late that
same day. You can call Lion Barry at 256507-4601 for more details.
The Fair Board will be having a meeting
next Monday, April 15th at the Fairgrounds.
Lion Jerry Bonner has raffle tickets for sale
benefiting LCIF at a cost of $5 ea. or five
for $20. Prize winner will get $500.
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Upcoming Programs and Events
April 22: TBD.
April 15: 1st Vice District Governor-Elect
Lion Tim Sosebee at the All-Steak.

April 29: Alabama Lions Sight Director
Barry Elliott.
Tale Twister Input
If you need something special or to report
a correction in the Tale Twister, see
Lions Carey Thompson or Don Smith at
the meetings. Lion Carey can be reached
at 256-739-0580 (H) or 256-426-3207 (C).
Lion Don can be reached at 256-737-7433
(H) or 256-426-7722 (C).
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